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boost your mental
performance by 135%
in just 90 minutes!
find out more

Trent Alexander-Arnold
Liverpool, English Premier League
Watch Red Bull TV Clip*
See Red Bull TV Clip*[image: YouTube link]


significant gains in
brainwave activity
and attention
find out more



an accurate
indicator of return
to play status
find out more



99% reduction 
in effects of
cognitive fatigue
find out more
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Elite athletes and skilled specialists from teams and organizations like these. All trademarks and logos are intellectual property and owned by the respective organizations listed, not NeuroTracker.
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Learn More about How we Change the Game
The most widely validated cognitive technology trusted by the world’s most elite athletes, military, & health professionals to increase brain performance.


Choose the best solution for you
We have solutions for all your needs, backed up by a powerful software and scientific evidence of the NeuroTrackerX benefits
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for individuals

Are you someone looking to improve your mental skills?

Try our world class technology to see the difference 6 minutes a day can make!
find out more
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for business

Are you looking to add a scientifically validated cognitive training solution to your business?

Discover how NeuroTracker can transform your organization.
find out more



What Do People Say About NeuroTracker?



If you're going to lift a weight with your arm in the gym, why wouldn't you go work your brain out with your eyes? It keeps me sharp.
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tom wilson
Stanley Cup Champion, Washington Capitals








I feel increased focus and processing speed everyday. It's so super simple yet extremely powerful. As a male in my mid 60's I believe the future expansion of processing speed of my brain is limitless.
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daryl snyder








NeuroTracker helps my clients train attention, focus, concentration, peripheral awareness, in a very fun noninvasive and adaptive way, because it adjust to their own ability.
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carole leduc
D.O. Osteopath








We had hockey players off the ice of or 5 or 6 months, with no return to play timeline. In 5 weeks they were able to return to play, it's amazing.
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dr. michael matter
President of Geneva Medical Doctor Association








NeuroTracker strengthens our brains so we can focus on complex markets. It prevents fatigue when looking at multiple screens and most of all it helps to reduce risk which always leads to better profits. As a global leader in the financial industry, we won’t trade without it.
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Sean kozak
President, NeuroStreet Trading Academy








The ultimate goal is to help kids learn. Just 20 minutes a week and we saw improvement in attention of between 6-10%. This is significant.
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armando bertone
Ph.D. Perceptual Neuroscience Laboratory for Autism & Development








Applying NeuroTracker for training in NBA, NFL, MLS, and MLB athletes we made great strides.
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dr. keith smithson, o.d.
North Virginia Doctors of Optometry








NeuroTracker meets the decision-making demand and through repetition with it, you get better. We use it in all of our testing.
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dr. don teig, faao
The A-Team, High Performance Vision Associates








NeuroTracker is powerful in the classroom and teachers are seeing the differences of how students are more focused, more calm, and more receptive to learning.
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domenico tullo
Doctoral Student, Perceptual Neuroscience Laboratory for Autism & Development
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What Do People Say About NeuroTracker?




































We have been Featured in
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Our Achievements
NeuroTrackerX has been established as a valuable tool in measuring and enhancing the efficiency of neural networks that govern major brain functions: working memory, attention, executive function and processing speed.
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60+
Published 
Research Papers
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40+
Ongoing
Research Papers
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51+
Issued Patents 
and Patents Pending




Receive a summary of our scientific research!



  Email Address:
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Learn more about who we are & where we're going


NeuroTracker is leading the way in cognitive technology, with a scientifically validated training system that is transforming elite organizations worldwide. 

DISCOVER MORE!
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Based on 20 Years of
Science and Research
Professor Faubert is reputed to be the world’s preeminent neuroscientist in the field of visual perception. Professor Faubert has developed the science behind NeuroTracker through decades of research at the Faubert Lab (University of Montreal).

This science is continuously evolving through numerous independent research projects around the globe. These are some of the peer reviewed studies published to date.
Learn More About Our Research Today!
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Industries we are Working with
AthleticsHealth & WellnessMilitary & Law EnforcementAviationTraders & BusinessEsportsEducation











Want to find out more?
Speak to a sales expertDo you have any questions?
find answers in our faqcontact our support team
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contact our support team

Some of NeuroTracker's Incredible Clients!
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Elite athletes and skilled specialists from teams and organizations like these. All trademarks and logos are intellectual property and owned by the respective organizations listed, not NeuroTracker.


Check Out Some of Our Blogs!

Going From Strength to Strength with Cognitive Training
Discover the fascinating story of a group of Montreal enterpreneurs taking cognitive training to the next level.
read more

December 14, 2023



Why Golf Performance is 90% Mental
A young champion golfer shares insights on why the mental side of the game is so important.
read more

December 1, 2023



Achieving Breakthrough Success With ADHD
Learn about the story of a clinician developing advanced ADHD therapies out of her own family's struggles.
read more

November 11, 2023
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NeuroTrackerXNeuroTrackerX is a cognitive training program designed to assess and improve mental performance.
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Reach out to our support team




First Name*
Last Name*
Email*
Type of inquiry*Select one
Feature Request
Bug
General Question
Sales
Comment


Platform Select one
Application
Browser


Operative SystemSelect one
Windows
MacOS
iOS
Android


What would you like to purchase?Select one
Glasses
1-month remote licenses
Upgrade Plan
Other (see comments)


Quantity
Additional Comments

Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.






Book your free consultation
Please provide some additional information pertaining to your organization and interests so that our team can prepare for the call.





First name
Last name

Email
IndustrySelect one
Aviation
Education
Esports
Traders and Business
Health and Wellness
Military Operations
Sports and Performance
Other


Organization
Additional Comments

Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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FOR INDIVIDUALS
Are you looking for a cognitive training system for your personal use?
Find Out more
FOR BUSINESS
Are you interested in NeuroTrackerX for your business?
Find Out more
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